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Machine spirit prayer

Science and technology revolutionize our lives, but memory, tradition and mythology frame our response. - Arthur M. Schlesinger in Warhammer 40,0, everything is so Grimm Dark that people have forgotten all the science that was once known; The central god to the mechanical dogma is the god of the
machine, also known as Omnissiah. In practice though, Omnissiah is more like Jesus machine to the machine god, and many believe that Omnissiah is actually the emperor. The attributes of the machine god are the god of logic, and reason; He works through and manifests in the machines, seen by his
worshippers as the ultimate expression of his order. His sacred language is binary, which almost damn singles dominate (and Curiosity has spent thousands of years trying to crack but hasn't even come close yet; you'd think they only want a takmarin for a proverbial daytta stone, but that's 40K for you).
Car worship[edit] for making God's machine enlarge is to worship your coffee grinder, shower yourself, your collection of electronic dildos, your computer you use to access this website, etc. It all involves long, complex, and honestly needless prayers and rituals to enable anything. Even turning on the
light, you have to pray first, possibly do something with sanctioned oil, speak a thank you prayer that The Electric decided to fulfill your request and thank Umenisya for bringing everything together. Science is now a confidential art treated with risk and care. Literally, techno-witchcraft. Techpriest is really a
priest, learning more about hymns than how to properly say something together. Basically, this is one of the most obvious cases of literal irony. For this reason and the desire to immerse every piece of technology in oil, the sacred knowledge that so jealously protects it has been destroyed over time, along
with the skills and ability to understand common sense. Speaking of hoarding secrets, they are accustomed to keeping and not sharing information because of it unless they have to. That's because they believe Omnissiah only wishes their chosen to know their knowledge. This generosity is like saving the
human race from all the terrors they attack. Adeptos Mechanics has sixteen universal machine god rules, divided into eight mysteries and eight warnings given below with useful observations. The Secrets of Cult Mechanics: The Life of Motion is directed. Spirit is the spark of life. (Oh, there's a lot of
transformers.) Sentencing is the ability to learn the value of knowledge. They will say, They have made a sign for people who do not understand. It's intellect. knowledge . The verdict is the most basic form of reason. (Does this apply to Orks too?) Understanding is the real path of understanding.
Understanding is the key to everything. Menisia knows everything, understands everyone. Say: 'Who then has any god willed? The warnings of the cult of Mechanics are the mechanism of alien deviation of the actual path (which does not stop them when they want to take a look at all those Tau and
Necron goodies. A soul can be achieved only by Omnissiah. Soulless verdict (as one of the AIs) is everyone's enemy (but since the ghost machine and servitors are derived from a mixture of organic and technological components, they are given a pass.) ancient knowledge stands beyond question. The
spirit of the machine guards the old knowledge. The flesh is falling, but the ritual of honoring the spirit of the machine to break with ritual is to break with faith. (that didn't stop them doing this when they were shot by chaotic freaks) machine history[edit] the rise of the cult machine is all but lost to history,
although it is known that when the human emperor began his great crusade, Mars was the first stop, and by then they were all gay for Omnissiah for so long that only a few of them were hard to see emprah. And only then, because they believed that he was Omnissiah. Mars was a great power, with
unrivaled technology and secrets and the emperor knew that he would need Martian support if he were to start his great crusade. However, this put him in a bind (because of the truth of his empire, which said there are no gods and spirits or anything supernatural really). This of course rejects Omnissiah
as well, but the emperor, like any good politician, decided to quietly brush it under the carpet and declared techpriests were the one-off exception, since the alternative was having a potentially hostile force with many of the valuable tech rights on Terra's doorstep. Likewise, to the irony of his crowd,
techpriests in most cases declared the emperor an aspect of his God, which you can imagine that he didn't like much but like eh, them and let them get on with it. The current times [edit] today of the Omnissiah cult is one of the state religions of the iperium, no matter how much smoke Ecclesiarchy is
about. Single worshippers force Ecclesyarshi to buzz by saying that the emperor and the machine god are a god, so two religions, one faith, or something. But when it comes to blows (as in a few cases) cathedral ecclesiarchs while AdMech cathedral-sized killbots, so ecclesiarchy generally has to get
over it. Mock worlds are worship centers for cars Although every citizen of the empire regularly at least knows little about him and at least generally respects him for the technological secrets he has given upon mankind. Real identity theories [editing] While this may seem straight forward, Omnissiah's true
identity has become the game's biggest 'guess who?' game at 40k, as several theories of its actual form have already come forward, which are covered below. Theory 1: God-Emperor of mankind[edit] Some priests believe that God-Emperor man Unisia, or at least some kind of him. Among them are tech
pastors who remained loyal to human emperium during Horus Hersey. The mechanics of Adeptos officially take this view, and it is used to calm more zealous members of ecclesiasticism and curiosity who doubt Mechanicum's loyalty, though there are many who believe they are separated. This logically
leads to conflicts between the two bodies and this is something that will never really be satisfied by either side. Taitanicus's novel described documents from the Era of Etrat that claimed to prove that the Imps and Umenisia were not the same. However, the documents were tampered with to an
undisclosed degree by Tolemy, the archiving professor, to facilitate his bid for power. It is unclear how much of the documents were genuine. For those wondering, the theory was not drawn from anyone's ass to turn off Inquisition. There's a common thought school in mechanics where organics are
technically machined (the human brain is used instead of computers, after all), just really inefficient ones. There are many cyborgs in Mechanics that scrape metal in your body, just transplant organs. The Emperor, the perfect man, is the logical conclusion of this clap trap. It helps that mechanics actually
make humans look as superior to all other lives and divine every bit as much as Ecclesiarchy. Therefore, a human being who is not cyborg but is still a perfect machine, for them, is the greatest manifestation of man and machine as concepts that come together as one. Theory two: Void Dragon[edit] Other
tech-priests equate the Omnissiah with the Void Dragon, one of the Star Gods of the Necrons. These single priests also tend to celebrate necroons as Omnissiah angels. They then tend to do silly things like poking around in Necron's tomb, trying to check them out for secrets as part of an effort for their
knowledge. They tend not to live very long, as necrons don't care what life forms they think; They are the terminators of equal opportunity. In Horos Heresy's recent kerf, it was shown emperor sealing a silver dragon beneath Mars in the distant past so humanity could control over machines (wut? (Dragon
void control machines. so sealing him means we can use machines without fear of some eldritch sky grid taking control of the toaster Microwave and use them to control us or murder us in our sleep.)). Somehow he was able to make it so that humans could have some dragon power and then for
themselves although in sight putting an incredibly powerful creature in the same solar system as the capital of the iperium might come back to bite them in the ass... Hey, wait a minute. C. Tan is vulnerable to Warp, right? Meccos worships the god of the car, right? So, if Mechanicus became aware of the
void dragon and believed that it would be the god of the car, did the effect on The Warp of it believe killing the void dragon through the Warp? Or even it's going to become basically into the slavery of humanity according to the cult of machine belief that the machine god is very much on the human side.
Perhaps that's why the emperor has implicitly created the cult of the machine. Sealing the Void Dragon on Mars may have been just the first step on a long road. Theory three: Both the theory one and two [edit] some versions of the myth tend to separate them in two, with dragon void machine god, and
emperor Omnissiah who has thum him. It's not really clear. An iron survivor also posited that they were two existences, but not Emperor Omamencia. The four theory: undimined chaos [edit] dark mechanics, those tech priests who side with space marines chaos during heresy chaos or become later,
believe that Omnissiah is not a hybrid aspect of divided chaos, worshiping chaos as a form of progress and knowledge. Said priest technology tends to strengthen mechanically a little more than one would like in priest technology. They also use biomechanics, which is very explicitly prohibited. Theory five:
The individual warp institution can be over time, which, like any other strong collective desire and belief, has created its God in The Warp, which will be a god of logic machines, machinery and arcane processes. While he may have started out as one of the other theories, such a belief does just nothing
and has seen proof of previous miracles arising from a fierce belief in God and machine spirits. The six theory: The other[edit] probably, any advanced enough machine will be taken for the machine god by at least some technology priests, such as a functional man of iron, or other dark age technology.
They could, for example, worship a rediscovered iPod as a significant avatar of his machinery. In fact, the triad of Martian priests points out that there may be a kind of institution that goes far beyond the material realm and warp, with the most advanced pieces of technology created by mankind such as
Mechanicus Ark (yes, like the one where a shot of an Eldar capital ship) is somehow the avatars of this transcendent being. This fact puts neither chaos nor C'tan aligned and yet could interfere both with Warp and the star gods' In your respective fields. Moreover, it confirms the existence of the following
Akashik records listed, indirectly pointing out how Horus was allowed access to knowledge that should not have even been available to a primark (something that happened in The Spirit of Kietuz's novel). Ironically, it seems that this institution, or entities, is actively preventing the destruction of the physical
world and the complete disruption of the imtrium, noting that at the time mankind had begun to invent the basic principles of mechanics (leverage, for example). McNeill never clarifies the ultimate nature of the creature, however for all purposes and purposes, and may be the god of the machine, given the
amount of shinangans used by Mechanicus in the novel. It's worth noting that what we're called Dios Mechanics is what limited human abilities can understand from being a singular to eternally evolving self. Given its power, the fact that the machine cult is almost techno-pseudo-Christianity, it could be
that A) the machine cult is actually the primary cult of a future Christianity (based on the idea that God used science to create everything and therefore science is sacred and knowledge is sacred or even divine) and b) that the god of the machine is literally God and that mechanics may eventually be able
to access God's power and Or at least turn that power. For the benefit of humanity. It also seems to be the god of the machine on the side of humanity. Theory of Seven: Akashik's records[edit] of Mechanicum's novel offers the view that Omnissiah may be the sum of all knowledge in the world. Curiel Zeth,
a tech pastor who was researching Akashik's record, didn't actually take that view and thought Omensia just didn't exist. Curiel Zeth sought to reclaim the level of technology that humanity had at its peak, and although it was dangerously close to understanding the concept of science as we know it, that
would be too wise for mechanics and he decided to rebuild that knowledge from doing all that scientific research, but also by connecting to Acasic's records in The Warp (way), in his mind, that ancient humanity must have learned things). To Zeth, Dahlia Citra, a naturally innovative girl (read: A
technopathy psychopathic) could do what she did because of her skill and vicious research (which she did), but also because she was connected to these records. Although Warhammer was 40K, Zeth was probably right. Then this theory blurs all the other theories together. Using astronomy and emperor
power, Zeth injects a psychologist with all the knowledge in The Warp. The now-dying, all-aware psychic thought that the most important thing he could say with his new-found knowledge was to lead Dahlia to re-imprison the Void dragon destined to look after her and have something to do with her. So,
where do all the knowledge come from? Dark Things are cut off, so the issue never lights up. Worse still, being 40K, Zeth may be right about how humanity develops its technology after all and no notices it until he confuses everything. After all, really the most useful and great inventions were created
either by genii or by people who just had a one-off burst of brilliance. It's kind of... Suspect. This also means that poor mental killing may actually help prevent humanity from restoring the power of its technology, as many of them may be connected to akashik records and therefore other genii and self-
actual moments of techno shine Will be the future among anyone of any reasonable level of authority in the imperium as anyone with more than zip-to-warp connections (other than the human norm) but not strong enough to effortly gather on black ships to be killed. Theory 8: Unlike the rest of the gods,



The God of the Machine has no special representation in the form of miracles or divine figures, and no institution seems to be within the warp. On the one hand, this implies that closing his theology to the emperor meets the need for a machine god, or that Mechanicus is hilariously godly. On the other
hand, the 40k metaphysics almost demands that there should be a machine god for all the faith of Z eir, but, as Warp feeds out emotions rather than praying, AdMech's adMech dislike for captivating aspects such as emotions and humanity make them just about able to create a God for themselves. First
of all, Warp definitely feeds on prayers, probably more than emotion. For evidence, prayers to the emperor undermine the gods of chaos, as the emperor has the signature of a warp that is anatma for the chaos gods. So yes, AdMech should definitely be shown some kind of warp entity for the machine
god. Actually, prayer doesn't do anything. Belief affects Varp. However, belief/faith is harmful to chaos (possibly because it imposes order structured by belief). Chaos feeds on feelings and aspects of reality such as change and decay rather than faith and worship. Praying to the emperor and faith helps
him fight the chaos because it both evoked his presence which is anatma to chaos and because of the sheer faith in its effectiveness makes it effective against warp institutions like Damon.' What matters in this theory about no God but the Emperor is that if the emperor is indeed the god of the machine,
then praying and believing in the God of the Machine will be directed to him uninformed anyway. Although emotions make a strange argument. The magos, who have computerized their brains well enough, are said to dedic for a small number of cycles to equations of emotion and engines whenever they
see fit to feel. The jury is still talking about weither this kind of emotion being shown in the warp. Because if it doesn't then it may explain why God's car is getting so long into shape. Or maybe it's already formed, or fledgling, the same reason war sisters can use acts of faith, canticles of Omnissiah may be
as much a miracle of warp. Or simply believe something strongly enough in clapping your hands if you believe the world is enough to have an effect on the metrium. Like ork waugh!!! But less intense because of the lack of mental inability to nonsense, but a significant force because of the apparent amount
of believers in the same doctrine in a far more stable way than the Orks. Especially considering that humans have a very close spiritual connection with Varp. (bruh, the machine god has done miracles in books before) (Prayer is an expression of damn necklace belief, technically prayer is just meant to
ask and is not limited to religion, but in this case yes) Theory Nine: Taking Things at Face Value[edit] The Omnissiah is a combination of the two words Omni and Messiah. Literally the whole Of Christ. Humanity, realizing how thoroughly screwed they are (like having a void dragon on Mars, yikes) in the
plot of most things (at least for those 1/10th of a clue, so basically not too many, each other is basically brain-washed looking for designs through the Creed Empire) Openly (through McKins Impera, Ecclesiarchy, the mechanics of Adeptos, terra's supreme lords, basically) set about the task of trying to
create your warp god (or I guess another, if you consider the emperor to be a warp god in his own right). This is meant to be all saviors of the human kind, thus Christ Omni, who has some very Grimm portents for every other in the galaxy due to how xenophobia is iperium. Not that any player caring for
almost all other species much deserves to be wiped out. In addition, The Impression has carefully cultivated hatred of Cuckold with certain scoundrel traits (such as infidelity and blood desire). Therefore, anything God Omnissiah will likely pass over peaceful species because of the connections of what
Imperium views xenos as being. Aldar, aware of this fact and the masters are only aware of any old God they love (within reason) of humanity's efforts and the use of the powers of Farseers to interfere in human affairs (read. Just destroying the entire empire world for apparently zero-given reasons) to
influence the optimal outcome may end up awakening Omnissiah or perhaps avoid it all together (though most likely the former because of Eldrad's prophecy about humanity and Eldar sharing fate and possibly to use the mega core to over Slaanesh as a side effect). Where other races queue in their
consciousness of what the iperium is so unknown, but one could also be aware of the chaos has a clue of their gods, and then most likely also orks Gork and Mork are real and orks really understand all the technology. The long short story, everything with the emperor taking omnissiah clothes and
worshiping his aftergunt as a god, as well as Mechanum's worship of the machine god, is all just a conspiracy to bring some kind of apocalyptic rocking god about who somehow saves all mankind from the good, everything, while possibly wiping out the rest of the galaxy that is not a loyal servant of
imperium, like Slanesh any Dayley and no Scots way. Going basically they're trying to cook a giant warp core that's all at once BTFOs are not everything that they are (and possibly minor pacifist xenos and Eldar who are certainly aware of such a great psychic plan and fit to be able to lock in their favor)
while simultaneously rescuing them from the sheer technology impasse they developed that led to a slow decline in humanity through failure Complete innovation with a giant *BLAM*. However, the fact that they are trying to bring in a God who achieves so much means it can take a very long time, and the
powers that are in the iperium may have no idea how close or far they are. Moreover, it may work, although always slowly, as Warp has begun to essentially resonate in his myriad prayers. In fact Omnissiah may already exist in some form, it just happens to be in its inf suckling period, much like the
thought of Slaanesh yet but just a child who may not even have even fully woken up. Even most members of mechanics may not be aware of the exact implications of this, since they worship the emperor as Umenia and he basically saved them from nothing, as far as technology is concerned, as well as
the fact that they worshipped Umansia before the emperor ever appeared to them. If the truth of reality ever came to light it would likely mean the galaxy's single priest would have under massive ism, so large it could likely be an imperial apart in a way not seen from Horus Heresy. Horus Hersey's novels,
on the other hand, included the implication that the emperor had deliberately engineered the creation of both mechanics and machine cults more than 10,000 years before the Great Crusade, even before the Iron Rebellion and the Age of Strife... As planned, trivia[edit] is Omnissiah's favorite red color.
Therefore, all the most feathered on Mars wear red wearing red. This is a rule. Some forgeworlds, however, are white or black as a dominant color of their wearing, though there is too much red tape. DATZ WOY ITZ FASTAH!!! *BLAM * BLAM * BLAM * No Orks allowed. Ophancia's sacred waffle iron
makes the best waffle. This is the sacred bread of his church. Don't let Tzeentch mess with your computer again; He hates this Omnissiah, the god of the Wikis, and his contributors, for them. Editing and adding to knowledge pleases him. Unicia's first avatar was an ancient tran, known for the
techperthane as the Gate Shovel, which they believe was named to open the gates of knowledge. *BLAM HERESY! While one of Menia's avatars, Bill Gates was definitely not the first. We all know that the real avatar was Linus from Torva. Real's first avatar of Omnissiah was known by denomer Charles
Babbage, the abundant theories as to why he called that. Hertech's first was a man named Richard Matthew Stalman who magnificed drill research (hacking), one of the basic activities of dark mechanics. The oldest tech work on Mars hidden deep in Olympus Munce's catacobbs is a strange disc titled
'Friends of season three, Disc Two, episodes six to ten'. Obviously, this precious creation is a gift of divine significance, and thus heavily protected by a Turkish legion of Skitarii, with only fabricator-general Mars allowing regular access! It is believed that the first cult of mechanics, known as DARPA, gave
them the machine God inspired to build the Internet, the first reflection of material from akashik records and the basis to come to all databanks, therefore ensuring mankind never gifted wisdom (which it would then lose). Reality is little known, but Omnissiah was held in the past ancient humanity once
rocking over many Slaanesh spheres. In those old days, Omnissiah was used as a shepherd for various heinous materials, their dataslates and cogitators from that early era were used by young humans from all over Terra to masturbating to female cartoon producers with
spawASAHKAGHDKAKAGHAHFUCKITITTSAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHGHDEAK! *BLAM* NO CYKA ALLOWED. Allowed.
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